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I’m a precarious teacher from 
Italy. When the Covid-19 crisis

                           begun, schools got                      
                        closed immediately   

                            and I suddenly 
                          found myself

                              without
                              an income.

When the government
announced the lock-down

I was positive:

But after a month of
quarantine the situation hasn’t

            improved much.

I’m frustrated and apathetic 
like the pather in that poem by
R.M. Rilke.

The lock-down sucks. We are 
only allowed to leave the house 

to buy food or go to work.

Many factories are still open
despite the danger.

                   Workers are striking
                    because they work

                  in unsafe conditions.

It seems to me the virus hasn’t 
stopped capitalism.
It has just reduced it to its core
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Aotearoa NZ, We are under lock down but getting 
exercise. Wage subsidies have come in across the board. 
People are setting up collectives to get groceries to 
those without access to technology to order on line. 
Neighbours are baking for the elderly. Children are 
chalking walks. We are upbeat.

Nurses are being hailed as heroes. Buses are running 
exclusively to get all essential workers safely to 
places of work and home again. Leaves are still being 
swept off streets. It's autumn in the South Pacific. 
Notices are going up saying 'Free walnuts' very much 
appreciated. Tables (of sanitized) books are appearing 
on sidewalks. We are sharing by zoom, fbk, text and 
waves across the streets. Our P.M. Jacinda Ardern, is 
being hailed in The Guardian (U.K.) for her determined, 
timely action and appropriate response to the current 
crisis.
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ME, MYSELF AND CORONA (ME= ANOUK RASSON)

What are you supposed to do during these times of corona? The media is full of weird 
advices that are telling us to keep up our ‘normal’ productivity( whatever that means). You 
are supposed to wake up at the same hour you would do on a normal work day and all of 
that other crap. Another tip that is given to keep up your normal productivity is often to 
put your regular clothes on. So you have to wake up at 7 am and be really fancy looking, 
behind your desk at home, where no one sees you( besides when you do one of those 
awkward videocalls with friends/family/co-workers). Yeah right. Then you have other 
news articles who think these times are ideal to try out new stuff like meditation, painting 
or get back into what once was a hobby like playing music for example. Of course 
discovering new things to do is a nice thing, but I heavily criticize the media for saying all 
this kind of stuff. This is the case, because I think basically the whole message that the 
mainstream media is giving to us is one that is only assigned to the middle-class people. 
Middle-class people have the luxury to stay at home and to do new stuff in their free time. 
Me, myself and I are also a part of this middle-class. So I do have the time to discover 
new stuff. But the corona crisis gets romanticized too much if you ask me! 
 As a middle-class girl from around 21 years old I have finally found the time to actually 
work on my thesis. Which is good on me, since I have been so productive. Yeah me! I 
also go running now and then to make me feel less anxious about the current crisis. I 
maybe look stupid while running since I have no idea how to breath properly while doing 
so. But I don’t care as long as it helps me to feel better. I also have been playing some 
bas. It is harder than I thought. Especially because I wanted to have a plectrum to play 
but all the music stores are closed, so for now my plectrum is a 50 cent penny.( kind of 
secretly I feel more punky because I play only using the 50 cent penny, I guess out of 
every negative thing comes a positive thing). What I also have done to distract my mind 
from the crisis is to watch documentaries about political events that happened in the past. 
Yeah I am a kind of a huge nerd. There is for instance an awesome documentary on 
Netflix called ‘ Crip Camp: a disability revolution’. It is about a camp were people with 
disabilities came together during the hippie era and how they realized there they finally 
felt normal. No one in the camp treated them in a different way than ‘normal’ people’, 
since everyone had a disability at the camp. They started to become more politically 
active after the camp too, to fight the discrimination they experienced in their daily lives. 
Really inspiring!
Besides all the positive things this corona crisis has brought me. There are of course 
some downsides too. I got back into chocolate again. Or not necessarily back into it. 
JUST WAAAAAAY MORE ON A DAILY BASIS! It seems that every time I feel stressed 
out, because of changes that are happening in my life chocolate becomes my best friend. 
Chocolate is quite addictive! It tastes too good and I get a huge sugar rush when I eat it. 
But it makes me tired after a couple of hours. That last part sucks a bit. Another huge 
downside is the realizations that come about during these times. It is kind of confronting 
to realize who spontaneously reaches out to you to ask you how you are doing and who is 
not. But this has had a positive side too, Since I also realized which people I deeply 
value. Some friends I otherwise talk to on a weekly basis I now talk to on a daily basis. I 
guess it is a huge cliché and in line with the mainstream media’s story about self-
reflection and all of that. But I did realize who are my true friends and who are not. 
Overall I so really cannot complain about my situation at all. I am quite well off in the 
current system we are living in. I don’t have to worry about losing my job or about my 
own health( for now at least). I really hope this whole corona thing will be a good time for 
people to start realizing how capitalism has fucked us over in every possible way. Now 
people can see how fragile this whole system obsessed with profit is!
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coronangry
coronalone
coronarousal
coronanxious
coronannoyed
coronaggressive
coronaggravated
coronauthoritarian

coronasty
coronature
coronarcotic
coronarrowing
coronavigating

coradicalona
corestlessona
corestricitionsona

computerona

careorona
chatorona
chanceorona
changeorona
communityrona
confusingorona
coverloadorona
cobligationorona
coverstressorona
collaborativerona

coronary arteries?





Eleven different persons from 
different parts of the world 
collaborated in this zine by 
expressing their feelings and 
experiences during the Corona 
epidemic. They did this for 
several reasons, for example 
because zining can help in 
dealing with the situation, 
because reading other stories 
might help in feeling less 
lonely, because zining is 
something you can still do 
while in quarantine and because 
zining is fun!

This zine was made in between 
19 March and 10 April 2020.


